# the symbol # is used to leave notes and descriptions in PERL, it does not constitute code/script

# The scripts and the regular expressions were combined by Mario Malicki, as part of project Fostering Transparent and Responsible Conduct of Research: What can Journals do?

# Details of the project are available at the project’s data repository site: http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/53cskwwpdsn.2

# This additional regex was made to answer a reviewer's suggestion to check if journals (especially those from humanities or social sciences) might include statements on Constraints on Generality (COG) for addressing limitations. Result: Journals did not use this expression(S) in their instructions to authors.

# To apply the regex please check the document 6_Scripts_for_DataExtraction on out project website: http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/53cskwwpdsn.2

# Constraints on Generality (COG)
# constrain|generali|Wcog\W